
 EDITORIAL...
The  month of March brings

thoughts in abundance towards

the Lenten season, Women’s

Day and St. Joseph’s feast. It is

a significant time for us, Sisters

of St. Joseph,  to imitate him - a

very trivial man of his time, who

had no vital role to play in the

society  than taking care of his

Holy Family.

St. Joseph was the virginal

spouse of the Blessed Virgin

Mary. In God’s plan of salvation

he was a loving husband, kind,

considerate, affectionate, and

self-sacrificing. St. Joseph had

an awesome responsibility with

the Blessed Virgin. They

worked as a team. St. Joseph

had the responsibility for

spiritual leadership since he was

the head of the family. God’s

message from the angel was

revealed to him even though the

Blessed Mother was much

holier through her Immaculate

Conception. Obviously, Jesus as

the Son of God and creator was

far greater, but St. Joseph was

chosen because he was the head

of that family.

Joseph and Mary worked as a

team. Remember TEAM spells

“Together Everyone Achieves

More.” “When we seek for

connection, we restore the

world to wholeness. Our

seemingly separate lives

become meaningful as we

discover how truly necessary

we are to each other” says

Margaret Wheatley.

Let us continue to develop

teamwork for surprising results.

So when we are joined with

others, in an effort to move our

communities towards God, we

will accomplish much more

than if we were to do it

individually as our vocation is  to

move together to Heaven.

Like St. Joseph, let us strive to

be selfless, loving, obedient,

just and silent channels of Jesus’

love and communion through

our life and ministry.
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My experience of Christmas Celebration in

Central Jail, Bilaspur

I was indeed thrilled, excited

and awaiting for 25th  December

2018  to celebrate Christmas

with the prisoners of Bilaspur

jail, organized by the Prison

Ministry  Bilaspur  Unit Team.

It was very heart touching

moment  for me, to have the

Eucharist  celebrated with those

who are behind bars. There can

be many reasons for which they

are inside, also some can be

innocent. As I was sitting facing

them, some looked sad, many

others with little smile on their

faces,  but having deep  pain

within.

They had prepared the Liturgy

of the day with reading and

hymns , everything was so alive

and creative . They sang with

full gusto with their musical

instruments. They received

communion with much

devotion and reverence.

The main celebrant, Fr. Francis,

gave a heart touching message

to the prisoners.  He said, “God

loves every human being. In the

eyes of God, you are loved and

forgiven as the prodigal son.

You cannot be imprisoned

inside the four walls because

your God-given freedom cannot

be restricted. You have freedom

to change your mind set. You

are looking towards release and

so we are.  Perhaps this was the

will of God that you are here.

You are getting time to reflect

and change your attitude, to

forgive and accept, therefore

you need to be thankful to God”.

 After the Mass, we were invited

by the Superintendent of the

jail, to see the hall where they

had made a beautiful crib.

Outside the hall, a rangoli

(painting) depicted beautiful

scenery with a Christmas

message. Seeing their art, I was

wonder struck. They have

shown their talent with much

perfection and integrity. They

are really gifted and talented. It

really left me speechless.

Then, we visited their kitchen

where normally the food is

being prepared for three
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thousand prisoners daily.  It was

marvelous to see prisoners

themselves preparing food

standing near the fire for many

hours.

 After that we came to the

women’s section. About five

hundred women in the jail

looked very poor , sad and

disappointed. We distributed

some snacks to them, and

wished them with a  words of

encouragement.

May God bless them with

justice, peace and  mercy. May

they soon return to their homes

and enjoy the fullness of life

which our Lord promised. This

is my sincere prayer for them.
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‘Deo’ means God and ‘Kala’

means art. Indeed God’s art is

seen in the simple village folks

of Deolikala. It all began in

1977 when Sisters of St. Joseph

graciously ventured into this

mission. Since then an

unending art of God is visible

in this East Nimar mission.

Away from the city and other

comforts sisters tirelessly and

whole heartedly give

themselves for the people here

who belong to the Korku tribe

in the villages of Deolikala and

Dongalia.

Along with Fr. Lorenzo Dias,

the parish priest, sisters Marie

Leo, Pushpalata, Flora and

Sanju work towards

establishing the Kingdom

values in and around Deoli.

Sisters are engaged in visiting

the families, teaching

catechism, building up the faith-

life of the people. It is like the

shepherd going after the lost

sheep. A few Catholics have

come back to the church after a

period of prolonged silence. As

they become lively and active

in the parish we can see our

efforts bearing fruit.

New Face of Deolikala MissionNew Face of Deolikala Mission

Imparting knowledge to the

little ones of the surrounding

villages of Deoli is the most

challenging task for us. Though

parents enrol their children in

the parish school, we find very

few attending regular classes.

Village markets, melas, and

other festivals divert the

attention of these young minds.

But the enthusiastic spirit,

creative minds and dogged

efforts bring forward innovative

ways and means to attract these

children. While imparting

education the development of

the ‘3  Hs’ hand, head and heart

are taken care of. The children

who stay in the hostels (boys &

girls) are given extra care and

attention. We teach them values

through stories and skits. As we

empower the teaching staff,

they too in return take keen

interest and full responsibility

for the growth and development

of the children.

At times we find that we are

walking on the ‘less travelled

road....’ but walking on this road

gives us tremendous happiness.

As we move further along with

a handful of the faithful, we see

God’s art been carved in the

faces of Deoli and Dongalia.



Gender Equality and Women

“A girl is a flower, not a Thorn”

ST. JOSEPH’S CONVENT,

KHAMMAM

NAGPUR PROVINCE



Saturday, January 05, 2019 was

a red-letter day for the sisters of

St. Joseph in Bhopal, India as

they gathered together along

with 40 priests and 300 people

at Assumption Parish to

celebrate the dream come true

50 years ago in the year 1969 –

that was “to give a home and

care to handicapped children

whose life story is usually sad,

and sometimes tragic” as said

by the late Archbishop Rt. Rev.

Eugene D’Souza the pioneering

visionary of the project.  A

thanksgiving liturgy was

organised to celebrate the

golden jubilee of the three

special ministries namely – the

ministry with the physically and

mentally challenged children,

the hearing-impaired children

and the sick people.

The entire celebration was

summed up in a Shamrock that

represented the three

communities namely, Miriam,

Marian andAsha Niketan

(Home of Hope)with the three

special ministries. A shamrock

because it was from Ireland that

Bishop Eugene D’ Souza the

Archbishop of Bhopal in 1969

got the inspiration to begin this

mission in Bhopal Diocese, and

S. Christopher Whelan is an

Irish missionary who devoted

50 years of her life for this

mission right from its inception.

Three nursing students danced

to the rhythm of “Love changes

everything,” with the three

leaves of the shamrock in their

hands at the end of which Sr.

Christopher accompanied by

Jacob, the first student lit the

Golden Jubilee Candle and

placed it in the shamrock.

His Grace Dr. Leo Cornelio

SVD, the archbishop of Bhopal

in his sermon upheld the sisters

of St. Joseph for the selfless

service rendered to theChurch

and humanity,through the three

unique ministries that are at

Asha Niketan Campus. Over

the past 50 years hundreds of

handicapped children have

passed through the portals of the

three institutions of Miriam,

Marian and Asha Niketan.

At the end of the Eucharistic

celebration the ‘Golden

Shamrock’ a booklet containing

the experiences of our

courageous women who took

the initiative to plunge into this

challenging and daring mission

was released; ministries that

need 24X7 commitment.

Presently there are 110

residential children, 43 girls and

67 boys at Miriam school for the

mentally challenged.  The day-
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scholars attend the primary or

nursery classes and undergo the

appropriate rehabilitation

treatment. These are 98 in

number. All children attending

Miriam School present

difficulties of learning at school

due to intellectual deficiencies,

handicap of movement, lack of

experience, sectorial blankness

and sensorial inferiority.

Miriam school also caters to

many poor students as well.

Asha Niketan School for the

deaf have 250 children from

Nursery to Class 12. Twenty

five percent of the children

come from families below

poverty line. Many parents are

illiterate and daily wagers. The

management has to provide for

the needs of these children like

food, clothes, books, stationary,

toiletry, medicines and the like.

Residential facilities are

available for the deaf children,

both boys and girls whose

parents are residing outside

Bhopal. At the age of four the

students are admitted in the

hostel. Presently there are 82

boys and 80 girls in the hostel.

Asha Niketan hospital has

grown over the years and today

it is a multispecialty hospital

with many facilities. The school

of nursing grooms many young

women from different states of

India to be efficient nurses by

the time they complete three

years of General Nursing. The

physically challenged children

at present are not kept in the

hostel due to lack of finance to

manage but they continue to

come to the physiotherapy

department of the hospital.

These three ministries truly bear

witness to our charism of

communion and togetherness

with those at the peripheries of

our fractured world and the

society. The sisters try to heal

those fractures by their life and

ministry.

SR. VICTORIA IRUDAYARAJ
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Sunday, Feb. 24,the

staff of Asha Niketan Hospital

and students of the nursing

school along with all the sisters

of Asha Niketan Campus,

Bhopal gathered to celebrate the

golden jubilee of Asha

Niketanhospital, Bhopal.Dr.

Shankar Lal Patidar MS, Ortho.,

one of the veteran doctors of the

hospital in its initial years was

the chief guest.  “Asha Niketan

hospital would have been a

medical college today,” said

Patidar “if we had thought

seriously about it.”

The celebration started with an

enriching prayer servicethat

invoked the presence of God by

lighting

 
GOLDEN	JUBILEE	OF	ASHA	NIKETAN	HOSPITAL	



the lamp. The special guests

invited to lightthe lamp were Dr.

S L Patidar, Dr. S. Shobha MS,

Gynae. the medical

superintendent, S. Susmita the

administrator, S. Navya the

Manager, S. Vandana the

Principal Asha Niketan School

of Nursing and Mrs. Nirmala

the senior most staff member.

Sr.Susmita, the administrator of

the hospital welcomed everyone

for the cultural evening. The

Doctors, staff and the students

of Asha Niketan Nursing

School rocked the stage with

their performance on this

occasion. Dr. Patidar was

presented with a memento for

his outstanding service to the

hospital. All those who served

the institution more than 25

years were honored. The chief

guest also presented certificates

to the students of the

community college.



Mr. Ganesh and Mr. Hari, two,

“Golden Jubiliarian” Bus

Owners were felicitated by the

School Management, awarding

them with a shawl and a letter

of appreciation. This happened

to be the 50th year they were

plying their buses for the

students.  Each Bus driver,

Conductor or van driver was

also honoured on this occasion.

Social Service spreads the

message of love, caring, sharing

and satisfactions. During Social

Service Week the students from

classes I-XII contributed

generously grain, sugar,

blankets, old clothes, under the

PRO-POOR POLICY

undertaken by the school,

providing assistance to the

marginalized sections of our

society. Blankets were donated

to 60 widows. Grain packets

and old clothes were distributed

to the families below the

poverty line, in the nearby

villages of Shyampura and

Khadera Khurd. Give without

sparing” Proverbs 21:26 was

clearly visible in their actions

and attitude.

Mahatma Gandhi, the Father of

our nation, was an epitome of

PEACE AND NON-

VIOLENCE. He was the

harbinger of peace and hope not

only for India, but the world. He

inspired people with his famous

quote “BE THE CHANGE

YOU WISH TO SEE IN THE

WORLD”

To pay tribute to this great

martyr, an awareness rally for

PEACE, PROSPERITY,

JUSTICE AND EQUALITY

was organised by Sister Jessy on

2 Oct. 2018. Teachers and

Students of classes X, XI and

XII participated whole

heartedly in this PEACE

RALLY to commemorate the

150 th Birth Anniversary of

MAHATMA GANDHI. This

was another successful venture

of the session.

Further a fete was organised on

December 22, 2018 where

various stalls were set up by the

combined efforts of the students

and teachers. The entire profit of

their hard work this year will be

used to renovate the houses of Mr.

Raju Sifahi and Mrs. Christina

Thomas our co-workers.

In following the theme of the

year “Mirroring Values,” we

have reached out to reconcile

some parents with their wards,

and offered out help to re-

establish relationship between

them. This was the most

powerful gift one could offer

them and that costs nothing. We

realise that we can thus spread

some love and joy around us, if

we choose to.

These are but the first steps of

our long journey trying to fulfil

Jesus saying. “Give, and it will

be given to you; a good

measure, pressed down, shaken

up, and running over will be

poured into your lap. For the

measure you use for others will

be the measure God will use for

you.” Lk 6:38
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On 30 th January 2019, the

students of  St. Joseph’s

Convent School,  Lodhivali,

Panvel (Maharashtra) had

organised a cleanliness drive as

part of  SUPW (Socially Useful

Productive Work) assignment,

which aimed at creating

awareness among themselves

and others.  It was organized as

a tribute to Mahatma Gandhi,

the Father of the Nation, on the

occasion of his death

anniversary.  The Senior

Secondary students, 250 of

them campaigned for this cause

of “Cleanliness” in the village

and its surrounding areas.

The Staff and Students

presented a program, well

planned with innovation and

great enthusiasm. They

displayed meaningful themes

on posters, and enacted street

plays, songs, dances which

depicted the theme effectively.

The main purpose of the

campaign was to spread

awareness on cleanliness and

hygiene among the people of

the  village,  and the  polluting

conditions on highways.

The students headed towards

the village with slogans

“CLEAN  INDIA, GREEN

INDIA!”. The program was

organised in the school

premises of the Zilla Parishad

Prathmic Shalla, (Government

School) Lodhivali, Panvel,

Maharashtra.   The students also

depicted  a powerpoint

presentation on the  activities

performed by them under

SUPW in their own school.

Indeed it was very inspiring,

enriching and thought-

provoking.

The Headmaster and the staff of

the Government school were

presented with saplings, as a

sign of  support to encourage the

students to create an awareness

of cleanliness and a Green

World around. After the

program in the School, students

marched on to the roads of the

village, and the  Mumbai –Pune

Highway, cleaning where there

was garbage and litter.

Students were convinced as

young citizens, that these kind

of programs are necessary to

create awareness and social

responsibilities not only among

students, but citizens too, for a

social cause. It is simply a first

step towards the social concern

of society.

The program was well

appreciated and inspired all

towards a “CLEAN  INDIA,

GREEN  INDIA!”
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REPORT OF SESSION ON CONFLICT RESOLUTION 

S. Preeti Kujur, on behalf of

JPIC – Nagpur, warmly and

graciously welcomed the

participants assuring all present

that they were in for an

interesting session for the next

two hours. She then led the

group into prayer, inviting the

Holy Spirit to anoint each one.

S. Lorraine Marie then took

over the mike, explaining the

purpose and aim of the meeting.

This was followed by a 3-

minute video entitled BRIDGE,

which evoked much reflection,

feedback, observations and

discussion in small group

sharing.. To describe briefly,

this video shows two large

individuals crossing a bridge

from opposite ends; neither

giving way to the other but

rather giving in to negative

feelings, angry, facial

expressions and finally disaster

while two smaller creatures

who attempted to cross were

discarded but eventually were

the winners, because they

listened, understood each other

and compromised with one

another. This exchange and

interchange was followed by

viewing the video once again

with different eyes.

The Facilitator led the group

into deeper reflection drawing

from the members further

observations and reasons for

conflicts.

S. Preeti then led the assembly

into another short presentation

called SENSORY ORGANS all

of which could lead to conflicts

– the way we look at a person,

lack of listening, rough

handling, nasty, destructive

comments on tastes or odours.

This led to a lively discussion

whereby several members

voiced their comments and

feedback.

In the reflection which ensued,

we heard that as Sisters of St.

Joseph, our charism calls for

communion, oneness and

unifying love. Each time we fail

in bringing about union or

causing disharmony or disunity,

we fail in living our charism.

We could destroy people by

passing comments about them,

gossiping, being judgemental,

or critical.  I fail strongly in

living my charism when this

happens. We distance ourselves

from one another.

One of the ways in which we

can resolve conflicts is by

acknowledging our mistakes,

our faults and apologizing. This

leads to relationships being

restored and strengthened.

A video presentation on faces

only gave the participants the

picture of how diverse life is.

Each one is different, yet all are

one. The slides presented face

after face…diverse ages and

cultures…each one is different

with her/his own

characteristics, expressions,

manner of dress or hair-style,

etc. Who are we to judge? Or

comment on his way of moving

or being? This video called for

much sharing and intervention

from the group.

Finally, the assembly was

treated to an interesting

Powerpoint presentation on
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HOW CONFLICTS ARISE.

WHAT ARE THE

PRINCIPLES OF CONFLICT

RESOLUTION.

What emerged are the following

observations / comments /

remarks:

� Develop an attitude of

reverence for the other;

� Dialogue between the two

erring individuals and settle

the conflict;

� Practice Christian charity

(Ignatius);

� Recognize that the conflict

exists;

� Be aware;

� Arrive at a reasonable

conclusion where no one

� Face conflicts with

sincerity;

� Be realistic;

� Forgiveness is at the heart

of a community;

� Be ready to forgive and

restore relationships;

When all the members had

exhausted their comments, the

final story narrated by S.

Lorraine Marie substantiated

the importance of community

living despite conflicts and

shoulder-rubbing.

The story of the Porcupine

mentions that in Porcupine

Land, the porcupines felt the

extreme cold in the glacier age.

The only way they could keep

themselves warm was to huddle

together and so save themselves

from the severe cold. But in the

process the 30,000 quills of

each one hurt the other; this

caused conflicts and some

decided to distance themselves

but in the process they died of

the cold.

Eventually the porcupines had

to make a choice – to live

together and manage their

conflicts or distance themselves
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During the Christmas Break a

special programme of four days

was arranged for the juniors of

our Province in ICJ, Tanmaya.

It was for ten of us who could

not attend the summer

programme. The main thrust of

this programme was to nurture

our vocations through deeper

sharing and introspection of life

as consecrated women, thus

bringing spiritual renewal.

The meaningful Prayer Service

conducted by Srs. Julie and

Sheela made us feel the

preciousness of our vocation.

Discussions on   topics like

Religious life, Discipleship,

Vows, Prayer life and

Community life gave us clear

understanding of our call to

follow our Master. Each ones

sharing about how they

experienced community life and

mission helped us to be

optimistic in seeing difficulties

and challenges as channels for

growth.

Our great learning was about

religious life. The true religious

is one who professes and

practices what is expected of

her as a religious. She must

have seven-fold relationships

i.e. Relationship with God,

church, congregation,

community, people with whom

we live, the poor and Mother

Earth. This relationship requires

three things: What I am is for

God, What I have is for God

What I do is for God.

At the end of the four

days’ sessions, we felt

rejuvenated, strengthened and

cared for by our congregation to

live our consecrated life fully

for the Lord in our respective

communities and ministries.

Seeking the blessings of our

founder Fr. John Peter Medaille

and expressing gratitude to all

those who took great interest in

our spiritual growth, we left for

our communities with great

vigour and enthusiasm.
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